
 



MotorPlanningMonday

Yoga poses can be practiced for just 5 minutes a day to help kids feel calm and 

focused and get moving! Developing balance, coordination and motor planning skills. 


I am OBSESSED with muffin pans! Why, you might ask? Because there are 12 
openings…which means 12 rapid repetitions of a speech target! And in case you 
weren’t aware…toddlers and preschoolers love to PUT IN, DUMP OUT, AND DO IT 
AGAIN! So gather some manipulatives (12 identical objects, please) and a mini muffin 
pan and you are ready to build come neural pathways for speech! Have the child say 
the word as he places each object in the pan. For preverbal children, the adult 
becomes the child’s voice and says the word as the child drops it in.  





#ToysILoveTuesday 

Combining books and toys to create thematic play is on of my favorite things to do 

with toddlers and preschoolers. With St. Patrick’s Day right around the corner, it’s the 
perfect time of year to play with rainbows and a pot of gold…paired with one of the 

sweetest come-to-life books ever written, “What Makes a Rainbow?”


Extend the learning by adding sorting bowls and tiny toys (@dinkydoodads), play-doh, 
and rainbow erasers for repetitive speech practice. And don’t forget another great 

rainbow-themed book “Rainbow Fish.”. 

Have fun playing with rainbows this week! It’s a little reminder that spring is on the way.  



TOYS AND GAMES FOR KIDS BASED ON THE BOOKS THEY LOVE! 

A great idea for sharing homework with parents that aren’t part of the therapy 

sessions- text them pictures fo their child engaged in a therapy task or pictures of 
suggested toys, games, books, etc. Show them ideas to teach and play with their 

child! 




#ToysILoveTuesay

A great therapist knows how to be flexible and resourceful.


So, what's one fun game or activity that can be adapted to target multiple goals??? 
Here are a few of mine...tell us yours!!


 



#WhatToKnowWednesday

Children learn thru multi-sensory experiences. Children with 
Autism need you to SHOW them what to do, not TELL them 

what to do. 

Children with Autism often have poor eye contact and 
appear to be ignoring the speaker. It is important for 

therapists, teachers and parents to understand that looking 
AND listening simultaneously may be too overwhelming for 

children on the autism spectrum. Looking away from the 
speaker allows the child to more easily process the auditory 

information, because the visual sensory input has been 
reduced. This is why I don’t write “eye contact” goals for 
children on the autism spectrum. Instead, I write goals 

related to having the child “visually check-in” at appropriate 
times (such as when his name has been called or when a 

question has been asked).


Why do Children with Autism develop such deep interest in 
specific hobbies and collection?? Cari Ebert, SLP has a 
teenaged sun diagnosed with Autism and apraxia and he 
LOVES animals!


 My son loves animals. No…love may not be a strong 
enough word. My son is deeply passionate about animals. 
When we go to the library he ALWAYS selects books about 
animals.  Why? Why does he do this? Why do children with 
autism develop such deep interests in specific hobbies and 

collections? Dr. Barry Prizant explains that there is a 
significant level of emotional satisfaction in the process of 

collecting. Even neurotypicals enjoy collecting…my 
husbands grandmother collected thimbles, my neighbor 

collects Snow Baby figurines, and I used to collect souvenir 
spoons. You see, having hobbies and passions is part of 

being human. But why do people with autism tend to have 
stronger and more focused passions? We must assume 

focused passions? We must assume that the person’s deep 
interest provides a positive emotional experience that 

serves an important function. If contacting socially to other 
people is difficult children with autism may direct their 
attention inward, by focusing on their deep interests 

instead. Focusing on a predictable passion can be much 
easier and more rewarding than focusing on building 

relationships with people who are often unpredictable and sometimes overwhelming. 
The more we begin to understand and accept neurodiversity, the more capable we will 
be at supporting children with autism in the therapy room, in the classroom and in life. 




#WhatToKnowWednesday

Optimal Challenge Point: The constantly moving point in 

therapy when the task is neither too easy nor too difficult…
Here are some simple tips and reminders for you and your 

families…


 



#TherapyTipThursday

Looking for fun ways to get multiple repetitions in therapy? Some of my favorites 
include: rolling a die, token boards, picking a card from a cute deck, flashcards paired 
with mini clothes pins, and using an abacus w pictures... each combining fine motor 
and eliciting multiple repetitions!


Remember, REPETITION, REPETITION, REPETITION! 


https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/therapytipthursday?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG


#TherapyTipThursday

Have you ever used a pin toy to work on 
speech and language goals? After I placed an 
object from the target word list behind the toy, 
the child has to guess what she thinks it is. We 
can address the voiceless /t/ sound repeatedly 
as the child says, “I think it’s a…”. Inevitably, 
the child will then want to “be the teacher” and 
hid items for me to guess. The child can now 
work on formulating the question, “What do 
you think it is?”. I promise…you kids LOVE 
playing with this sensory toy! It’s always a bit 
hit! 










#FeedingStuffFriday 

Introducing new foods can be a challenge for many kids with sensory issues. Why not 
start with a cute book, play food, or stickers first? And, remember allowing kids to get 

messy during mealtime is an important sensory 
experience for the nervous system!


If you work in early intervention you absolutely 
MUST have Diane Bahr’s new book on the 
development of early feeding and drinking skills. It 
contains crucial developmental checklist from birth 
to age 24 months. I appreciate her statement on 
page 28 regarding Sippy cups: “Sippy (sprouted) 
cups are not recommended.” The reason: Sippy 
cups “inhibit the development of the more mature 
swallow pattern, which begins around 11 months of 
age.”. 


Many young children are picky eaters, but about 
75% of children with autism are resistant eaters. 
Picky eaters have aversions to certain foods, but 
they eventually eat enough of a variety of foods to 
maintain a balanced and healthy diet. Resistant 
eaters have food jags, ad require certain foods to be 
present at every meal, prepared and served in the 
same manner. Resistant eaters eat a total of 10-15 
foods and have anxiety or meltdowns when 
presented with new foods. And the brand of food 
certainly matters to a resistant eater. A resistant 
eater may, for example only eat a cheeseburger from 
McDonald’s and NO other cheeseburger will suffice. 
No amount of coaxing, bribing or begin by the adult 
will matter either. 
You see, children 
with autism run on 
systems, and there 
is no room for 
variation. 


“This is what I eat. This is safe. The end.” Sometimes  
eating issues are related to sensory processing 
disorders, motor-based disorders, or gastrointestinal 
problems. But for many resistant eaters there is 
simply safety in the familiar. The more variety we offer, 
the more variety they will expect to see and 
eventually learn to eat. 


https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/feedingstufffriday?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG


 



#FeedingStuff Friday

However…it does NOT have to be 

complicated. You can swap out the side 
veggie or fruit, change up the way you 
make a food (think different sauce on a 

pasta, different mix-ins to oatmeal), or cut 
the food diffently. Maybe you alternate 

snacks each morning or rotate throughout 3 
breakfast ideas. Perhaps if you serve toast 
three times a week for breakfast you can 
sue a different topping each time or one 

time cut it using a cookie cutter. It doesn’t 
have to be big or complicated-just try to 
serve it differently than the last time you 

served it, and remember that the best way 
to do this is serve your child what you eat! 




#StoryBookSaturday

2 books today…one bright and silly for enhancing fine motor skills, bilateral 

coordination and directional words. LOVE IT! The second is truly unique. Every page of 
the book is completely black. It is a non-picture book in which objects are described 
with words AND embossed lines so that the word can be experienced tactilely rather 
than visually. Each page provides the text in braille as well as the traditional written 

format. A remarkable experience as colors are described rather than illustrated.

💛 💙 💜 💚 ❤ 


 



 






